GENESIS

A Trick Of The Tail

A Trick Of The Tail p.6
Mad Man Moon p.13
Ripples p.20
Robbery, Assault And Battery p.26
Squonk p.36
Entangled p.47
Dance On A Volcano p.52
Los Endos p.60
a trick of the tail

words and music by tony binks

Moderate feeling (♩= 3/4)

F♯m7   Bm(add C♯)
F♯m7sus2   Bm(add C♯)

Of the life__ of the city of gold__

As they led him a way to a cage__

So we set out_with the beast__ and his horns__ and his

Look and let nobody know__

"Beast that can talk," read the sign__

Gone__ were the towers__ he had known__

The creatures they pushed__ and they produced__

After many days' journey__ we came__